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Abstract 

We report an experimental and theoretical study of low energy electron-impact ionization of 
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) which is a molecule of biological interest.  The experiments were 
performed using an advanced reaction microscope specially built for electron-impact ionization 
studies.  The theoretical calculations were performed within the molecular 3-body distorted wave 
(M3DW) model.  Reasonably good agreement is found between experiment and theory. 

I-Introduction 

The interactions of electrons with atoms, molecules and clusters are of great importance in a 

wide range of scientific and practical applications [1].  For example, in medical radiation 

therapy, it has been discovered that significant damage to DNA is induced by electrons with 

energies below 100 eV [2]-[3] which are the most abundant secondary species in media 

penetrated by high-energy ionizing radiation [4]. Even slow electrons with energies below the 

ionization threshold (≤ 10 eV) can produce considerable DNA strand breaks via dissociative 

electron attachment resonances. Above this energy range the damage to DNA is dominated by a 

superposition of various nonresonant mechanisms related to excitation, ionization and 

dissociation. Therefore, a number of experimental and theoretical works examining electron 

interactions with biomolecules have been carried out to study the dynamics of electrons in 

biological media, see e.g. [8]-[13]. Here, tetrahydrofuran (THF, C4H8O) has been used frequently 

since it is one of the simplest molecular analogues of the DNA bases. 

A comprehensive way to characterize the dynamics of electron-impact ionization of matter is to 

detect the two outgoing electrons in coincidence, the so-called (e, 2e) method which serves as a 
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powerful tool to understand the electron trajectory in a media. This is a kinematically complete 

experiment, in which the linear momentum vectors of all final-state particles are determined. The 

quantity measured in such experiments is the triple-differential cross section (TDCS), i.e., a cross 

section that is differential in the solid angles of both electrons and the energy of one of them 

(energy conservation determines the energy of the second electron). Such (e, 2e) experiments for 

THF have been recently performed at high collision energy (250 eV) [14]. In the present work, 

we study low-energy (E0 = 26.5 eV) electron-impact ionization of THF to understand the 

features of low-energy electrons in biological systems using the kinematically complete (e,2e) 

experiments. For low energy electrons, the effects of post collision interaction (PCI), electron 

exchange, and electron-target interactions are expected to become more pronounced which might 

significantly influence the electron trajectory in matter [14][15]. The TDCSs were measured for 

an ejected electron energy of 3.5 eV, for a range of projectile scattering angles ( aθ = 15°, 25°, 

and 35°) and resolving different fragmentation channels (C4H8O+, C4H7O+, and C3H6
+). The 

experimental data were compared with theoretical predictions from the distorted-wave Born 

approximation (DWBA) with inclusion of the post-collision interaction (PCI) using the Ward-

Macek method [16] and the molecular three-body distorted-wave (M3DW) approach, see e.g. 

[17],[18]. 

 

II-Experimental methods 

The experiment was performed using an advanced reaction microscope specially built for 

electron-impact ionization studies [19]. Details of the setup were described elsewhere [20]. A 

brief outline will be given here. A well-focused (∼1 mm diameter), pulsed electron beam crosses 

a supersonic gas jet with internal temperature of T ∼10 K. It is produced by supersonic gas 

expansion from a 30 µm nozzle and two-stage differential pumping system. Here, helium gas 

with a partial pressure of 2 bar mixed with THF with a partial pressure of 500 mbar was used. 

The pulsed electron beam is emitted from a recently developed photoemission electron gun (ΔE 

< 0.5 eV), in which a pulsed ultraviolet laser beam (λ = 266 nm, Δt < 0.5 ns) illuminates a 

tantalum photocathode. The projectile beam axis (defining the longitudinal direction) is adjusted 

parallel to the electric and magnetic extraction fields, which are used to guide electrons and ions 

onto two position- and time-sensitive multi-hit detectors equipped with fast delay-line readout.  
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Experimental data were measured using the triple coincidences method in which both outgoing 

electrons (the faster electron aE and the slower electron bE ) and the fragment ion are recorded. 

From the positions of the hits and the times of flight (TOF), the vector momenta of the detected 

particles can be determined. Note that the projectile beam is adjusted exactly parallel to the 

electric and magnetic extraction fields. After passing through the target gas jet, the beam arrives 

at the electron detector, where a central hole in the multichannel plates allows for the undeflected 

electrons to pass without inducing a hit. The detection solid angle for electrons is close to 4π, 

apart from the acceptance holes at small forward and backward angles where the electrons end 

up in the detector bore. In the fragmentation processes of molecules, the dissociated ions are 

usually created with some kinetic energy. In order to cover a large solid angle for the detection of 

the fragment ions, a pulsed electric field has been applied for ion extraction. In this way, 

significantly improved mass and energy resolutions have been achieved [20],[21]. 

 

III-Theoretical Methods 

In this paper, we have used the M3DW (molecular 3-body distorted wave) approach 

which is described in Refs. [22]-[24]. For the 3-body problem, the triple differential cross section 

(TDCS) which we evaluate numerically is given by  
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where dirT  and excT  are the direct and exchange scattering amplitudes. The direct amplitude is 

given by  

 0 1 01 1 0( , ) ( , ) C ( ) ( ) ( , )OA
dir a a b b ab Dy i iT Wχ χ φ χ− − += k r k r r r k r   (2) 

Here 0( , )i iχ + k r  is an initial-state distorted wave for the incoming electron with wave number ik  

and the (+) indicates outgoing wave boundary conditions, 0( , )a aχ − k r  and 1( , )b bχ − k r  are the final 

state distorted wave functions for the faster and slower electrons with wave numbers ak  and bk  

respectively, the (-) indicates incoming wave boundary conditions.  We, of course, do not know 

which electron is the scattered projectile and which electron is the ejected electron but, for 
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discussion purposes, we call the faster electron the scattered electron and the slower electron the 

ejected electron.  The perturbation i iW V U= −  where iV  is the initial state interaction between 

the projectile and neutral target, and iU  is a spherically symmetric approximation for iV .  1( )OA
Dyφ r  

is an initial bound-state Dyson molecular orbital averaged over all orientations [24] and 1r  is the 

active electron coordinate.  01C ( )ab r  is the Coulomb interaction between the projectile and 

ejected electron [normally called the post collision interaction (PCI)] which can be expressed as:  

 2
01 1 1 01 01C ( ) (1 ) ( ,1, ( ))ab ab abe i F i i k r

πγ

γ γ
−

= Γ − − +r k r  (3) 

Here Γ  is the gamma function, ab abμ=k v  is the relative electron-electron wave number which 

depends on the relative velocity abv  and the reduced mass for the two electrons μ , 1 1F  is a 

confluent Hypergeometric function, and γ  is the Somerfield parameter ( 1/ abγ = v ).  In the 

Ward-Macek approximation [25], one replaces the actual final state electron-electron separation 

01r  by an average value directed parallel to
a bk . The average separation is defined as  
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where tε  is the total energy of the scattered and ejected electrons. In the Ward-Macek 
approximation, PCI is approximated as 

 2
01 1 1 01C ( ) (1 ) ( ,1, 2 )ave ave

ab abr e i F i ik r
πγ

γ γ
−

= Γ − −  (5) 

which does not depend on electron coordinates and can be removed from the integral in the T-

matrix.  With the PCI term removed from the integral, the T-matrix becomes the standard 

DWBA (distorted wave Born) approximation.  We will label results using the Ward-Macek 

approximation for PCI as WM and results using the exact PCI of eq. (3) as M3DW (molecular 3-

body distorted wave).  The only difference between the two calculations is the treatment of PCI. 

The exchange amplitude excT  is the same as Eq. (2) with 0r  and 1r  interchanged in the final 
state wavefunction. 
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IV- Results 

A schematic diagram of the geometry for coplanar scattering is presented in Fig. 1 where the 

scattering plane is the xz-plane.  Here we will present results for 0 26.5 eV, 3.5 eVbE E= = , 

faster final state electron scattering angles 15 , 25 ,  and 35aθ = ° ° °  and ejected electron angles bθ  

ranging from 00 – 3600 measured clockwise.  

 

 
FIG. 1. (Color on line) Schematic diagram of coplanar geometry 

In the experiment, the scattered and ejected electrons are measured in coincidence with one 

fragment ion.  The detected cations are 4 8C H O + , 4 7C H O + and 3 6C H + . It has been identified in 

ref. [20] that the cation 4 8C H O + is attributed to the ionization of 9b i.e. the highest occupied 

molecular orbital (HOMO) of THF, the cation 4 7C H O +  is attributed to the ionization of the 9b 

(20%) and 11a orbital (80%) (next highest occupied molecular orbital  “NHOMO”) of THF. The 

most abundant ion in the fragmentation of THF has been identified as the 3 6C H +  fragment which 

is attributed to the ionization of the 11a (12%), 10a (46%) (next-next highest occupied molecular 

orbital “N-NHOMO”), 8b (21%), and 9a (21%) orbitals of THF.  There are two conformers for 

THF labeled Cs and C2 and the above weights are for C2.  Figure 2 shows the two conformers for 

HOMO, NHOMO and N-NHOMO which make the dominant contributions to the three 

measured cations.  For the theoretical calculations, the TDCS for the two conformers are 

summed using the ratios 255%  + 45% sC C  [26], [27].  Figures 3-5 show the calculated 

conformer cross sections for the three measured cations in atomic units.  As is seen, the two 

cross sections are very similar so the conformer weights are relatively unimportant. 
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Figure 6 compares theoretical and experimental results for ionization of the THF HOMO 

(ionization energy of 9.7 eV) state which leads to the 4 8C H O +  cation.  Since the ratios of the 

experimental data for different angles and different ionized orbitals are absolute, the experiment 

has been normalized to theory using a single normalization factor for all scattering angles and the 

three measured states. This normalization factor was chosen for best visual fit of experimental 

and M3DW cross sections for ionization of the THF HOMO state and aθ = 15° (Fig. 6, top panel) 

.  Both theories are absolute (in atomic units) with no normalization.  The solid (red) curves are 

the results of the M3DW calculation and the dashed (blue) curves are the results using the Ward-

Macek (WM) approximation for PCI.  Overall, the M3DW results are in better agreement with 

experiment than the WM although the WM does predict the experimental dip seen near 160°  for 

25 ,  and 35aθ = ° ° .  The M3DW predicts the shape of the data much better for small projectile 

scattering angles and small ejected electron angles.  From studies of electron-impact ionization 

of atoms, it has been found that the typical (e,2e) coplanar cross sections have a large peak in the 

forward direction. This peak is called the classical binary peak since it is close to the direction 

that a classical particle would leave a collision for elastic scattering of two equal mass particles 

(the momentum transfer direction + q ).   Also typically, there is a much smaller peak at large 

angles which is normally close to 180° from the binary peak (the negative of the momentum 

transfer direction −q ) and this small peak is called the recoil peak since it is attributed to a 

binary electron being back scattered from the nucleus.  The location of these two directions is 

shown by the vertical arrows in the figure.  It is seen that the experimental data shows no 

indication of a binary peak but possibly a recoil peak.  The WM approximation has a peak near 

the binary direction but shifted to larger angles and a peak near the recoil direction but shifted to 

smaller angles.  Angular shifts like this would normally be attributed to PCI repulsion but we 

think that this is an unlikely explanation since WM has PCI only to first order and the shifts are 

bigger than one would expect to first order.  Similar to the experimental data, M3DW has no 

peaks in the binary region for the two smaller projectile scattering angles and a small peak at the 

largest angle.  The experimental data also has a small hint of a binary type peak for 35aθ = ° .  

The M3DW also has a large angle peak at considerably smaller angles than the expected recoil 

direction.  What is very clear is that these cross sections do not have the standard two peak 

binary and recoil structure normally found in atomic ionization.  Consequently, it appears that 
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the shape of the TDCS for these more complicated multi-center targets and at the present low 

impact energy probably cannot be explained by simple classical models. 

Figure 7 compares experimental and theoretical results for ionization of the combination of THF 

states which lead to the 4 7C H O +  cation.  The comparison between theory and experiment is 

similar to the HOMO state.  For this case the M3DW is again in better overall agreement with 

experiment.  The WM results predict a peak near the recoil direction that is much larger than 

experiment especially for the smaller projectile scattering angles.  The agreement between 

experiment and the M3DW is very good for the smallest projectile scattering angle.  Although 

qualitatively similar, the agreement with experiment for the 35°  projectile scattering angle is not 

as good as it was for the HOMO state.  Figure 8 compares experimental and theoretical results 

for ionization of the combination of THF states which lead to the 3 6C H +  cation and again the 

results are similar to the previous two states.  However for this case, the agreement of M3DW 

with the 25  and 35° °  data is better than for the other two states.  Interestingly, the WM results 

are in quite good agreement with the 25°  data for all three cases.  Overall the theoretical cross 

sections are highest in the vicinity of 180bθ = °  which is in accordance with the strong PCI 

effects present for two outgoing electrons with low energies ( 10 13 eVaE = − , 3.5 eVbE = ) and 

the resulting preferred back-to-back emission of both electrons.   

It is interesting to note that the cross section patterns are not particularly sensitive to the specific 

initial orbital being ionized. This is also the case for the two THF conformers Cs and C2 which 

show essentially identical TDCS as was shown in Figs. 3-5.  This may seem surprising since the 

orbital spatial structures differ greatly (Fig. 2), even belonging to different symmetries. 

Nevertheless, their orbital momentum distributions (MDs) are rather similar if the molecular 

alignment is not resolved. The spherically averaged MDs for various orbitals of THF have been 

measured by Ning et al [27]. We are concerned with the MD of the HOMO (binding energy 9.7 

eV) and a group involving the NHOMO and N-NHOMO orbitals (up to 12 eV binding energy). 

Both MDs are very similar. They range from zero up to about 2 a.u. with two maxima in that 

range which are only slightly differently positioned in both cases. Thus, the effect of the MD of 

the initially bound electron which is present in the momentum and angular distributions of the 

ejected electron will be similar for these orbitals. In addition, the spatial charge density 
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distributions of all these orbitals are spread out over the whole molecule as can be seen in Fig. 2. 

Thus, the resulting multi-center potential of the singly charged ion which is experienced by the 

outgoing electrons will not be strongly different for ionization of the various orbitals. 

Consequently, rescattering processes in the ionic potential which give rise, e.g. to the typical 

recoil peak observed in the (e,2e) studies at higher energies should also be similar for the 

different orbitals.  As a result, it is perhaps not so surprising that we have found no large 

variation in the electron emission pattern for the different orbitals. 

V  Conclusions 

In summary, we have measured relatively absolute cross sections for ionization of THF states 

which lead to three different cations.   This means that there is only one normalization factor 

used for the experiment for all three states and all three projectile scattering angles (9 panels in 

all).  We have found reasonably good agreement between experiment and theory (both shape and 

magnitude) for the final state cations 4 8 4 7 3 6,  ,  and C H O C H O C H+ + +   of THF for a relatively low 

incident electron energy of 26.5 eV.  Although there is considerable structure in the measured 

and calculated cross sections, they do not have the traditional binary and recoil peaks which is 

not surprising considering the complicated multi-center scattering centers for a large molecule 

such as this.  Overall the M3DW is in fairly good agreement, both in magnitude and shape, with 

all the measured states and scattering angles.  These results indicate that the theoretical M3DW 

TDCS could reliably be used in the track structure modelling calculations for biological media. 
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Figure 2 (Color on line).  THF conformers Cs and C2 for the HOMO, NHOMO, and N-NHOMO 
states. 
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Figure 3. (Color on line).  Theoretical TDCS in atomic units for 26.5 eV electron-impact 
ionization of the THF HOMO state which leads to the cation 4 8C H O +  as a function of the 

ejected electron scattering angle bθ .  The faster electron scattering angle is aθ  is indicated in 
each panel.  The solid (black) lines are the M3DW results for the Cs conformer and dashed (blue) 
lines are the M3DW results for the C2 conformer.   
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Figure 4. (Color on line).  Theoretical TDCS in atomic units for 26.5 eV electron-impact 
ionization of the THF combination of states which leads to the cation 4 7C H O +  as a function of 

the ejected electron scattering angle bθ .  The faster electron scattering angle is aθ  is indicated in 
each panel.  The solid (black) lines are the M3DW results for the Cs conformer and dashed (blue) 
lines are the M3DW results for the C2 conformer.   
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Figure 5. (Color on line).  Theoretical TDCS in atomic units for 26.5 eV electron-impact 
ionization of the THF combination of states which leads to the cation 3 6C H +  as a function of the 
ejected electron scattering angle bθ .  The faster electron scattering angle is aθ  is indicated in 
each panel.  The solid (black) lines are the M3DW results for the Cs conformer and dashed (blue) 
lines are the M3DW results for the C2 conformer. 
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Figure 6. (Color on line).  Experimental and theoretical TDCS in atomic units for 26.5 eV 
electron-impact ionization of the THF HOMO state which leads to the cation 4 8C H O + as a 

function of the ejected electron scattering angle bθ .  The faster electron scattering angle is aθ  is 
indicated in each panel.  The experimental data are the circles, the solid (red) lines are the 
M3DW results and the dashed (blue) lines are the WM results.  The theoretical results are in 
atomic units and one normalization factor for experiment has been used for all panels of fig. 6-8. 
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Figure 7. (Color on line).  Experimental and theoretical TDCS in atomic units for 26.5 eV 
electron-impact ionization of the combination of THF states which leads to the cation 4 7C H O +  

as a function of the ejected electron scattering angle bθ .  The faster electron scattering angle is aθ  
is indicated in each panel.  The experimental data are the circles, the solid (red) lines are the 
M3DW results and the dashed (blue) lines are the WM results.  The theoretical results are in 
atomic units and one normalization factor for experiment has been used for all panels of fig. 6-8. 
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Figure 8. (Color on line).  Experimental and theoretical TDCS in atomic units for 26.5 eV 
electron-impact ionization of the combination of  THF states which leads to the cation 3 6C H +  as 
a function of the ejected electron scattering angle bθ .  The faster electron scattering angle is aθ  is 
indicated in each panel.  The experimental data are the circles, the solid (red) lines are the 
M3DW results and the dashed (blue) lines are the WM results.  The theoretical results are in 
atomic units and one normalization factor for experiment has been used for all panels of fig. 6-8. 

 

 


